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ABSTRACT: Today most of the processor requires very high speed of operation. Usually DSP processors are based on 

mathematical approaches. In that multiply-accumulate operation plays vital role. Compared to addition, multiplication 

process takes large amount of time thus reduces the speed of the processor, consumes some amount of power and area. 

In this paper we proposed two techniques to improve processor speed based on Vedic mathematics. In Vedic 

mathematics among 16 sutras, 2 sutras are applicable for multiplication. First method URDHAVA TRIYAKBHYAM 

sutra which is similar to array multiplication .When number of bits increases, gate delay and area increases slowly 

compared to other multiplier. So the advanced technique called NIKHILAM sutra is employed. These sutras are meant 

for faster mental calculation. Though faster when implemented in hardware, it consumes more power than the 

conventional ones. In this project both the techniques are compared and found that nikhilam is best. This project 

presents a technique to modify the architecture of the Vedic multiplier by using some existing methods in order 

increase the processor speed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Multiplication is an important fundamental function in arithmetic operations[1]. Multiplication based operations such 

as Multiply and Accumulate(MAC) and inner product are among some of the frequently used Computation- Intensive 

Arithmetic Functions(CIAF) currently implemented  in many Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications such as 

convolution, Fast Fourier Transform(FFT), filtering and in microprocessors in its arithmetic and logic unit[2][3] .The 

performance of multiplication is crucial for multimedia applications such as 3D graphics and signal processing systems, 

which depend on the execution of large numbers of multiplications[4] Since multiplication dominates the execution 

time of most DSP algorithms, so there is a need of high speed multiplier[5]. Currently, multiplication time is still the 

dominant factor in determining the instruction cycle time of DSP chip. 

 

II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

A. MULTIPLIERS 

In microprocessors multiplication operation is performed in a variety of forms in hardware and software depending on 

the cost and transistor budget allocated for this particular operation. In the beginning stages of computer development 

of any complex operation was usually programmed in software or coded in the micro-code of the machine. Design 

developed for a multiplier which generates the product of two numbers using purely combinational logic Today it is 

more likely to find full hardware implementation of the multiplication in order to satisfy growing demand for speed and 

due to the decreasing cost of hardware. The execution time of most DSP algorithms is dependent on its multipliers, and 

hence need for high speed multiplier arises. 
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B. ARRAY MULTIPLIERS 

Array multiplier is an efficient layout of a combinational multiplier. The two's complement multiplication is converted 

to an equivalent parallel array addition problem in which each partial product bit is the AND of a multiplier bit and a 

multiplicand bit, and the signs of all the partial product bits are positive[2].In array multiplier, consider two binary 

numbers A and B, of m and n bits. There are mn summands that are produced in parallel by a set of mn AND gates. n x 

n multiplier requires n (n-2) full adders, n half-adders and n
2
 AND gates. Also, in array multiplier worst case delay 

would be (2n+1) td.Array Multiplier gives more power consumption as well as optimum number of components 

required, but delay for this multiplier is larger. It also requires larger number of gates because of which area is also 

increased; due to this array multiplier is less economical Thus, it is a fast multiplier but hardware complexity is high.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Array multiplier diagram 

 

III.VEDIC MULTIPLIER 

 

The use of Vedic mathematics lies in the fact that it reduces the typical calculations in conventional mathematics to 

very simple ones. This is so because the Vedic formulae are claimed to be based on the natural principles on which the 

human mind works. Vedic Mathematics is a methodology of arithmetic rules that allow more efficient speed 

implementation. This is a very interesting field and presents some effective algorithms which can be applied to various 

branches of engineering such as computing. 

Vedic mathematics is based on 16 Sutras (or aphorisms) dealing with various branches of mathematics like arithmetic, 

algebra, geometry etc.These sutras are meant for faster mental calculation .These Sutras along with their brief meanings 

are enlisted below alphabetically. 

 These methods and ideas can be directly applied to trigonometry, plain and spherical geometry, conics, 

calculus (both differential and integral) and applied mathematics of various kinds.  

Sri BharatiKrisnaTirtha.The implementation of vedic sutras ensure substantial reduction of propagation delay in 

comparison with Wallace Tree (WTM), modified Booth Algorithm (MBA), Baugh Wooley (BWM) and Row 

Bypassing and Parallel Architecture (RBPA) based implementation which are most commonly used architectures[16]. 

 

  IV. MULTIPLICATION OF TWO DECIMAL NUMBERS BY URDHAVA TIRYAKBHYAM 

 

A. DESCRIPTION OF URDHVA TIRYAKBHYAM 

Line diagram for the multiplication and the digits on the both sides of the line are multiplied and added with the carry 

from the previous step. This generates one of the bits of the result and a carry. This carry is added in the next step and 

hence the processgoes on. If more than one line is there in one step, all the results are added to the previous carry. In 

each step, LSB acts as the result bit and all other bits act as carry for the next step. Initially the carry is taken to be zero. 

This process is repeated from LSB to MSB 
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B.HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF URDHAVA TRYAKBHYAM 

 
 

Figure 4 Hardware architecture of Urdhava Tiryakbhyam 

 

Firstly, least significant bits are multiplied which gives the least significant bit of the product(vertical).Then, the LSB 

of the multiplicand is multiplied with the next higher bit of the multiplier and added with the product of LSB multiplier 

and next higher bit of the multiplicand(crosswise).The sum gives the second bit of the product and the carry is added in 

the output of next stage sum obtained by the crosswise and vertical multiplication and addition of three bits of the two 

numbers from least significant position.Next all the four bits are processed with crosswise multiplication and addition 

to give the sum and carry. The sum is the corresponding bit of the product and the carry is again added to the next stage 

multiplication and addition of three bits except the LSB.The same operation continues until the multiplication of the 

two MSBs to give the MSB of the product. 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

A) RESULT  

parameters  Urdhava  nikhilam  

Delay(ns)  20.33ns  18.125  

Memory(kb)  150964  151988 

No.of.slices used  67 out of 4696  

 

91 out of  4656  

 

No.of.IOB bonds  32 out of 158  

 

33out of  158  

 

Table 5. Result 

 

In proposed method, the algorithm for nikhilam sutra has written based on mathematical operation so the delay for 

nikhilam sutra is reduced. Compared to existing method, the delay and memory for both the sutras are reduced. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

A.CONCLUSION 

The performance of nikhilam sutra and urdhavatriyagbhyam was investigated. The8X8-bit Vedic multiplier using 

nikhilam sutra implementation uses less numbers of adders compared to 8X8 Vedic multiplier using 

“urdhavatriyagbhyam”. Nikhilam sutra reduces the multiplication of two large numbers into the multiplication of two 

small numbers and concatenation. Hence, there is significant reduction in the delay time which leads to improvement of 

speed and also the memory occupied is also reduced when using Nikhilam sutra. 

 

B FUTURE ENCHANCEMENTS 

Usually DSP processors are based on mathematical approaches. In that multiply-accumulate operation plays vital role. 

Compared to addition, multiplication process takes large amount of time thus reduces the speed of the processor.In this 

project,multiplicationtechnique by using nikhilam sutra and urdhavatriyagbhyam sutras has been implemented. After 

comparing the simulation results, it is found that Nikhilam sutra is best for high speed applications. In this project delay 

is reduced around 35% in Nikhilam sutra and it can be further reduced around 50% by modifying the architecture in 

future. But the only drawback is power consumption is more. 
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